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by lucas cranach the elder - metropolitan museum of art
the judgment of paris by lucas cranach the elder: nature, allegory, and alchemy helmut nickel
curator of arms and armor, the metropolitan museum of art among the great german painters
of the six- teenth century lucas cranach takes a special, and
lucas cranach the elder - national gallery
lucas cranach the elder ng 6511.1 and 6511.2 saints genevieve and apollonia, christina and
ottilia (the st catherine altarpiece: reverses of shutters)
lucas cranach the elder - national gallery
the circle of lucas cranach the elder.12 such letters also occur in the dress of male sitters such
as the elector joachim and the humanist christoph scheurl, painted in 1509, who sports three
letter ms on his doublet.13 another possibility is that the letter m refers to saint mary magdalen
and that the
reformation 2017 lucas cranach handout
lucas cranach the elder born: 1472 | kronach, germany died: 1553 | weimar, germany in 1520
lucas cranach the elder was, by all accounts, a success. he had been serving the court of
frederick the wise for 14 years. his works of art had become so famous that he moved his
personal studio, with several apprentices, into the town of wittenberg.
lucas cranach the elder - simondickinson
and highly appreciated work of lucas cranach the elder, which was most likely executed just
before 1530’. he identifies the small size as corresponding fig 3. lucas cranach i or hans
cranach, judith, c. 1530 silver point on paper, formerly staatliche galerie, dessau (presumed
destroyed during wwii) fig 4.
saints reformation lucas cranach the elder
the bottom panel of the altarpiece in st. mary’s church in wittenberg. luther preaches from the
right while the congregation listens at left (cranach the elder stands in the back row at right).
the focus of the painting, as of luther’s preaching, is christ. (lucas cranach the elder, 1547).
mark lack is a member of the church
free in christ: lucas cranach the elder and terry leu
free in christ: lucas cranach the elder and terry leu roni grad having just celebrated the 500th
anniversary of the beginning of the reformation, we are excited to present to you the second of
a series of stories of reformation-era laypeople who
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faces of the reformation a bible study
a bible study on lucas cranach the elder the artwork of lucas cranach and his wittenberg
studio. (search the internet to view cranach’s weimar altarpiece.) how did the art of cranach
echo or mirror the word preached and written by luther and the other reformers?
identification information - lucas cranach
cia 2002 – lucas cranach the elder, study of three female heads, 1530-32 – conservation
record 16 lucas cranach the elder: biographical information lucas cranach the elder was born in
c.1472 in kronach, franconia, the son of a painter. after training in the traditional study of three
female heads 4, 4
the apocalypse and religious propaganda: illustrations by
apocalypse as imagined by dürer was reworked by lucas cranach the elder. cranach was
responsible for illustrating the newly translated luther bible.4 martin luther rejected the authority
of the clergy as being the sole conduit to the word of god and criticised the practices of the
roman catholic church such as the selling of indulgences.
user guide - lucas cranach
user guide table of contents - circle of lucas cranach the elder: an artist as yet unidentified but
distinct hand closely associated with cranach the elder but not necessarily his pupil. - copy
after lucas cranach the elder: describes a work, which was not created in cranach's workshop,
and is a detailed imitation of a work by cranach or
the protestant reformation revolutionized art
in consultation with martin luther, lucas cranach the elder produced the law and the gospel. not
only does the law and the gospel explain the key teachings of lutheran salvation, but its
symbolism and detail mark a difference in the function of art as a means for teaching.
opponents labeled this as propaganda.
the impact of the protestant reformation on renaissance art
easily be seen in the art of albrecht dürer and lucas cranach the elder. by comparing their early
works, as well as those of roman catholic artists, to their works after the start of the
reformation, one can understand the messages of the protestant reformers. as germans, dürer
and cranach found themselves at the epicenter of the reformation
the schneeberg altarpiece: image, altar, and worship in
between cranach and luther. by thulin’s account, luther conceived the theological aspects of
the altarpiece while his close friend cranach visually executed luther’s design. thulin’s study
of the schneeberg altarpiece is part of his larger interest in lucas cranach as an artist working
in support of the reformation.
a lucretia by lucas cranach the elder at the bilbao fine
the painting acquired by the bilbao fine arts museum for its permanent collection. this essay
covers histo-rical, iconographical and technical issues concerning a masterwork lucas cranach
the elder (c. 1472-1553) painted in 1534 and which has been largely ignored by scholars until
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now. theme and historical context
newly attributed portrait by lucas cranach the elder goes
lucas cranach the elder, who confirmed that the painting was an original work by the master
from which it appears all later versions derive. court artist to the saxon electors in wittenberg,
lucas cranach the elder was one of the most important painters of the german reformation, a
period marked by changes in religion, philosophy, science and art.
lc and the lier shroud using draft - shroud of turin
the signature of lucas cranach where cranach signed his name it tended to be by his initials: l
c. three examples of this are given below. one is from 15066 and the others from 1509.7; 8
notice in the 1506 signature the c, which seems incomplete at the bottom, is similar to the lier
shroude 1509 image shows the winged
cranach in weimar. a life in the 16th century
tour crana ch cranach in weimar a life in the 16th century in 1552, the painter lucas cranach
the elder (1472 – 1553) returned to weimar once more to spend his final years working for the
court.
storytelling in art - trustedpartner
lucas ranach the elder (pronounced “kraw-nock”) was an important artist in germany during
the renaissance. this painting was made to help christians imagine the suffering of christ.
cranach used pose and expression to show hrist’s calmness and strength in contrast to the
beastly looking soldiers who surround him.
plot thickens in dispute over seized cranach painting
aia art news-service plot thickens in dispute over seized cranach painting eileen kinsella venus
by lucas cranach the elder (1531). photo: via wikimedia commons. there has been a peculiar
development in a dispute over a lucas cranach the
record of observations presented by the princely
from the same research platform are paintings attributed to lucas cranach the elder on woods
such as walnut, birch, maple, poplar, pear, pine, alder and spruce. there are an additional 7
paintings by lucas cranach the younger executed on oak wood, as well as panels of poplar and
pear wood, and interestingly 1
facing art: the portrait teaching poster - ringlingdocents
facing art: the portrait teaching poster . 1 . cardinal albrecht of brandenburg as st. jerome .
lucas cranach the elder; german, 1472-155, active in saxony . oil on panel . 1520’s . lucas
cranach the elder, painter, engraver, and the designer of woodcuts, was born in 1472 in
germany. by 1503, he was known to be in vienna.
reading visual rhetoric: strategies of piety and
reading visual rhetoric: strategies of piety and propaganda in lucas cranach the elder’s
passional christi und antichristi bobbi dykema passional christi und antichristi (1521) is a
lutheran
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a contemporary of painters such as dürer, - sapo codebits
lucas cranach, the elder signed [winged serpent] at high right ca.1509-1510 oil on linden panel
donation conde de carvalhido, 1872 museu nacional de arte antiga, inv.736 pint attire and
ornament, brandishing a sword and holding the head of the tyrant, vanquished by her
seduction, is an image popular to cranach, and
lucas cranach the elder’s lucretia - ucl
lucas cranach the elder was an artist born in 1472 in the town of kronach, bavaria to a painter
and his wife.1 cranach was not the first painter in his family but he was the first to become
famous and become established as one of the most prolific and skilled artistic
conversations with martin luther’s small catechism
by lucas cranach the elder as he appeared at the time he wrote the small catechism in 1529.
for all the variations later generations made to martin luther’s small catechism, the core texts
always included the ten commandments, apostles’ creed, and lord’s prayer. along with the
chief parts that were often found in late medieval
the nativity by lucas cranach the elder - gracelutheranurch
the nativity by lucas cranach the elder grace evangelical lutheran church 6550 fairmont
boulevard yorba linda, california 92886 (714) 779-2384 gracelutheranurch email:
gracewels@sbcglobal pastor daniel wagenknecht (714) 624-9001 wisconsin evangelical
lutheran synod
hersant cranach dürer mélancolie - claire sicard
lucas cranach l'ancien, "la mélancolie", (1532) , musée d'unterlinden, colmar (source : web
gallery of arts) yves hersant commence par rappeler l'étymologie de "mélancolie", qui signifie
"bile noire". dans la théorie des quatre humeurs, la bile noire s'oppose au sang, la bile jaune à
la lymphe. à la renaissance
500th birthday of lucas cranach the younger - germanyavel
500th birthday of lucas cranach the younger frankfurt am main, 21st october 2014 - lucas
cranach the younger (1515-1586) - the second son of painter lucas cranach the elder
(1472-1553) - would have been 500 years old on 4th october 2015. with the exception of
albrecht dürer, cranach the elder and the
the evolution of protestant art: works by lucas cranach
the humanities review volume 1 article 7 2017 the evolution of protestant art: works by lucas
cranach the elder and albrecht diirer nicole adams bucknell university
the influence of lucas cranach’s judith imagery on the
noble, bonnie. lucas cranach the elder: art and devotion of the german reformationnham:
university press of america, 2009. bonnie noble, in the text lucas cranach the elder: art and
devotion of the german reformation, focuses on how lucas cranach was taking the ideas of the
reformation and pictorially translating them for viewers.
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provenance: the danish sculptor elen h schou (1905-2006) t
lucas cranach the elder, cardinal albrecht of bradenburg as st. jerome, indoors, 1526, the john
and mable ringling museum of art, florida (figure 2) seem oblivious. likewise, st. anne is
relegated to the middle-ground and the focus of the work is more on a genre depiction of a
lying-in
‘cranach inc.’ a case study determining the nature and
‘cranach inc.’a case study determining the nature and extent of lucas cranach the elder’s
involvement in his industrious workshop using image processing ruth lubashevsky ben-gurion
university of the negev, dept. of the arts, p.o.b 653, 84105,
executive summary 1. brief description of item
lucas cranach the elder (1472-1553) venus and cupid as a honey thief signed and dated: 1537
(upper left, on the tree); directly below the date (in the same yellow paint) ranachs serpent
insignia with elevated wings can be found. oil on panel, 51.1 x 36.2 cm.
mills college art museum
from the collection of the mills college art museum. the resulting exhibition examines themes
from the old and new testament through five centuries of printmaking and drawing. featuring
prints by early northern european masters, including albrecht dürer, lucas cranach, the elder,
and lucas van leyden, as well as 20th cenreformation notes - pitts theology library
painting of lucas cranach the elder, law and grace, from the standpoints of art history, biblical
studies, and theology. the day’s events will begin with registration and reception, followed by a
review of highlights from the year’s acquisitions and the new exhibit devoted to the elaboration
of the cranach painting.
a journey of discovery - kronach
lucas cranach the elder (1472–1553) is regarded as the most influential artist of the german
renaissance. his paintings can be admired in countless museums; they enjoy critical acclaim in
major exhibitions and are subject to reinterpreta-tion by art historians time and time again.
when the lion lies down with the lapdog: artists, saints
exploration of lucas cranach the elder’s 1525 and 1526 versions of cardinal albrecht of
brandenburg as st. jerome in his study shows that the unusual inclusion of a lapdog with a
male figure in the 1525 version of this painting exposes the
the large catechism - apostles creed
coming from lucas cranach the elder. another edition appeared in 1530, furnished with a
second and longer preface which had probably been composed at the coburg. the last revision
corrected by luther himself came out in 1538. a latin translation of the large catechism
appeared in 1529 and a second edition in 1544, the
lucas cranach the elder saint catherine's monastery
st. helena lucas cranach the elder constantine appointed his mother empress helena as
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augusta imperatrix, & gave her unlimited access to the imperial treasury in order to locate the
relics of judeo-christian tradition.
st nicholas 70 news - centro studi nicolaiani
lucas cranach the elder is one of the greatest painters of the german renaissance. with his
workshop, this great friend of luther executed about 400 works, among which the large st
nicholas’ altarpiece in grimma of the year 1519. unfortunately, about the origins of this
altarpiece we have only this scanty news:
why are we by all creatures waited on?
lucas cranach the elder (1472–1553) cardinal albrecht of brandenburg as st. jerome (1526) oil
on wood panel (114.9 cm × 78.9 cm) (detail) john and mable ringling museum of art, the state
art museum of florida, a division of florida state university, usa why are we by all creatures
waited on?
christie’s to auction long-lost cranach recently returned
lucas cranach the elder, and work with the exemplary people who brought it to our attention
and wanted to do the right thing and reunite the painting with its rightful owners. this
remarkable survival continues to celebrate cranach’s innovation and unique work, and
reacquaints us with a painting previously known only from black and
cranach, law and gospel (law and grace)
above), originally painted by the artist lucas cranach the elder in 1529. the law and the gospel
is the single most influential image of the lutheran reformation. the reformation, initiated by
martin luther in 1517, was originally an attempt to reform the catholic church.
martin luther - calvary chapel fort lauderdale
portraits of hans and margarethe luther by lucas cranach the elder, 1527 martin luther was
born to hans luder (or ludher, later luther)[9] and his wife margarethe (née lindemann) on 10
november 1483 in eisleben, saxony, then part of the holy roman empire. he was baptized as a
catholic the next morning on the feast day of st. martin of tours.
on view: november 20, 2016 march 26, 2017 location
lucas cranach the elder and lucas cranach the younger, hans holbein the elder and hans
holbein the younger, matthias grünewald, and tilman riemenschneider, among others. by
placing these works in their historical context, this beautifully illustrated book uses art as a
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